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“The profit margins of UK B2B insurers remain under
pressure due to intense competition and unfavourable

claims trends. The rate increases achieved in some lines of
business have been offset by higher claims and the IPT

remaining at its current, relatively high rate. Furthermore,
investments continue to provide only marginal earnings

due to volatile markets and low interest rates.”
– Lewis Cone, Senior B2B Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Cyber insurance GWPs more than double in the last two years, but lack of knowledge still
threatens businesses

• Industry in urgent need of full digitalisation to truly benefit from business opportunities
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UK expected to leave the EU by the end of January 2020 with insurers still preparing for the remaining prospect of a ‘no-deal’

Consultation held on IPT but rate remains unchanged

Regulation

The Marine Insurance Act 1906

The Insurance Act

The Enterprise Bill/Enterprise Act

The Third Parties (Rights Against Insurers) Act

EU Regulations

Solvency II

The Insurance Distribution Directive

The IFRS 17

Lloyd’s of London invests in new digital platforms to cut costs and streamline processes

Centres created to provide assistance to smaller businesses
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Lloyd’s of London invests heavily in digital transformation

Counter-fraud database launched to improve detection and reduce costs
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Allianz launches new website to help businesses manage threats
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Hiscox launches cyber exposure calculator
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Allianz

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 39: Financial analysis of Allianz Holdings, 2014-18, (£ million)

AXA Insurance

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 40: Financial analysis of AXA Insurance UK, 2014-18, (£ million)
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Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 41: Financial analysis of Hiscox, 2014-18, (£ million)

QBE UK Limited (formerly known as QBE Insurance (Europe) Limited)

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 42: Financial analysis of QBE UK Limited (formerly known as QBE Insurance (Europe) Limited), 2014-18, (£ million)

RSA Group

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 43: Financial analysis of RSA Group, 2014-18, (£ million)
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